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ABSTRACT 

Sign language is the main form of communication used by deaf people. Their daily activities such as speaking, learning 

and reading are generally involved in sign languages. Arabic sign language is usually being used for deaf people to read 

the ayat Al-Quran. It is become hard for them as the traditional method required a teacher that mastered in Arabic Sign 

Language (ArSL) in order to teach deaf people in learning Al-Quran. Currently, assistive technology for deaf people is 

considered to be relatively new and underdeveloped unlike visually impaired persons who have electronic braille to aid 

them in the process of learning and teaching Al-Quran. This project focuses on image-based devices since this project of 

developing applications involves mobile phone cameras that are specialized for image recognition. The trained dataset 

obtained for this project is obtained from a published journal and it is sufficient for training. The test dataset is gathered 

from training data that has been used for developing the model as well as through the experimental setup. An application 

is created by using Android Studio specialized to implement this model for classification of hand gesture image. The 

accuracy to predict the hand gesture is observed in order to indicate the model performance. 

 

Index Terms — Arabic Sign Language, Image based device, Image Recognition, Android Studio.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Sign language is a primary method of communication used by deaf people. Most of their daily activities such as speaking, 

reading and learning involved sign language. Learning and study have been difficult for them as the majority of the 

community where they live cannot understand any sign language. Even though most of the hearing-impaired have mastered 

the sign language, communication with them would be affected because only few “normal” individuals understand and/or 

can use sign language [1]. This is no exception for deaf Muslim who wanted to learn al-Quran. In Malaysia, there are 

160,000 people with hearing problem and majority of them (62.61%) are Muslim [2]. Arabic sign language is important 

for deaf Muslim in Malaysia to read and learn the ayah Al-Quran. This has become a challenge for them as both of the 

parties need to understand and be familiar with this sign language in order to teach or learn Al-Quran between each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Teaching Al-Quran of deaf people [3] 

 

Currently, there are many assistive technologies to aid  

 

 

 

impaired people in the process of learning and teaching Al-Quran. Unlike visually impaired people where they have devices 

that can electronically braille to aid them, but for deaf people, there are still lack of assistive technologies and devices that 

can be found to technically help them go through this learning process. K. O. Jimoh et al. stated it has been observed that 

people with hearing impairments do not always have access to systems that assist their process of communication [4]. 
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Nowadays, mobile application seems to be the best way to aid deaf people in learning Al-Quran. This technology is 

suitable as mobile phones seem to be one of the reliable technologies in our daily life and people always bring mobile 

phones together with them everywhere. Since mobile devices are lightweight and highly portable, new possibilities can be 

created such as computer vision, pattern recognition including image processing [5]. So, this project can help and guide 

deaf people in learning Al-Quran with any person as they can use this mobile application to help people understand them. 

The application has an image-based classification that can help individuals understand the details generated by the 

representation of sign language through this mobile application. It also can reduce the gap between hearing impaired and 

people around them in order to communicate and aid them in learning Al- Quran by using Arabic Sign Languages. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Basically, sign languages are an important way for deaf people to communicate. Since sign language is a means of 

communication used by the deaf people to communicate in society, yet not many people know sign language plus there are 

over hundreds of different standards of sign language used over the world [6]. Besides, it is obvious that deaf people have 

difficult times to communicate with normal people since they do not understand sign language that is being used by deaf 

people. Usually, there will be an intermediate person (translator) to overcome this situation, however there is a lot of 

difficulty to find one because only few people can be a good interpreter for sign language. This gap can be reduced using 

a system that allows the translation of sign language automatically to text and vice versa [1]. 

Sign language that deaf people use to read al-Quran is Arabic Sign Language (ArSL). So, ArSL has been used for this 

project as it involves reading and learning al-Quran. Aforementioned, this project only focuses on sign language that is 

used in al-Quran which is Arabic Sign Language. ArSL uses one-handed fingerspelling alphabet to represent each letter. 

Figure 2 and figure 3 shows that only Arabic alphabet of the ayah Al-Quran is display— diacritical marks are ignored. 

Figure 2. Arabic Sign Language [4] 

 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of deaf people read ayat Al-Quran [5] 

 

At present, there are two main approaches available to aid deaf peoples in translating their Arabic Sign Language (ArSL) 

to languages that understand by vocal people. These approaches are sensor-based approach and image-based approach [8]. 

Sensor based recognition requires devices that imply sensors to detect the sign language exhibited by the deaf people. There 

are many types of sensor-based device but when it comes to detection of hand gestures, commonly resistive bend-sensing 

technology is used on a glove. A Glove-based system as shown in Figure 4 requires the user to put on a glove that has 

various sensors fitted on it. These sensors are used to detect the motion, position, and velocity of the hand and then analyze 

to display the appropriate output. This type of technology has a major disadvantage where complex gestures cannot be 

portrayed due several computer-connected cables that being used for the recognition process [3]. Unlike Image based 

device, sensor-based device do not require High definition camera, however the communication can be unnatural since it 

required the user to wear the glove in order to communicate. Next, Electromyography (sEMG) sensor also one of the 

sensor-based recognition system that being used to detect sign language exhibited by deaf people. sFMG sensor is an 

electrical device that can measure the electrical pulse produced by the body muscle and can detect finger movement by 
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integrating all the electrical signals [11]. This sensor has proved its ability to distinguish various hand shape and finger 

movement of the user in the SLR System that is being developed for detection of American Sign Language [12]. 

Kinect-based systems use Kinect motion sensors to capture the hand signs of the users. This type of sensor can capture 

3 dimensional dynamic gestures [13] while capturing the user’s hand signs. Moreover, the Kinect sensor has the ability to 

extract features of dynamic gestures from the sign and converts it to the intended textual form. However, this type of sensor 

lacks accuracy as the sensor cannot detect fully the hand gesture of the user since it only a sensor detection, not an image 

recognition. As a result of this, the image- based approaches for recognizing gestures are preferred [10]. 

The image-based recognition collects images as data input from the camera and then processes them for gesture 

recognition. This method focuses on gesture of the captured image and main features extraction for the recognition process 

[3]. Image-based recognition has a major advantage where it can distinguish various patterns of different gestures for the 

recognition process. Usually, this type of recognition involves computer machine learning and easier to use compared to 

sensor-based recognition. In addition, when it comes to communication between people, image-based recognition is more 

normal due to the free movement of user hands from computer-connected cables that need to be attached to hands. Most 

of the image-based recognition involves Machine Learning (ML). Machine Learning is the study of computer algorithms 

which, through practice, it will develop automatically. Different from traditional programming where users need to learn 

and identify patterns which then add it to the algorithm manually, machine learning can learn from the data that exist and 

update the algorithm automatically [15]. Machine learning can be categorized into four categories which are supervised, 

unsupervised, semi supervised machine learning and Reinforcement learning [15]. This project is limited to supervised 

machine learning only that required human supervision to provide training data with solutions called ‘labels’. Usually, this 

type of machine learning was used for image processing, prediction, and classification. For this project, supervised machine 

learning uses Convolutional Neural network since it is powerful enough to be able detect shapes and edges even input of 

RGB color images. 

In deep learning, a convolutional neural network (CNN, or ConvNet) is a class of deep neural networks, most widely 

used for visual imagery processing. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is a type of neural network model which allows 

extraction of higher representations for the image content [16]. They are made up of neurons with learnable weights and 

biases. Each particular neuron receives multiple inputs and then takes a weighted sum over them, passing through an 

activation function and responding with an output. Convolutional Neural Networks, or CNNs, were designed to map image 

data to an output variable as in Figure 5. They have proven so effective that they can predict problems involving image 

data as an input. Typical architecture of Convolution neural network includes Convolutional/padding Layer, Pooling Layer, 

and Fully-Connected Layer. Padding is important for reducing image size while retaining its features. Pooling layer, is 

important for removing noise in the images. lastly, Fully Connected layer is a regular feed forward neural network. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Architecture [7] 

 

In most Machine Learning (ML) projects, the hyperparameters is tuned until the good machine learning accuracy is 

obtained. Before tuning the ML model, it is crucial to understand what a good ML model entails. Training a data is required 

but it must have a limitation on the process of training. Based on the loss function graph, machine learning models can be 

classified as overfitting, underfitting, or optimal. ML models can be overfitted if there is too much data when the training 

process is undergoing. Thus, it starts learning the noise and unimportant features [19] in the dataset instead learning to 

generalize the data. In order words, the ML memorizes the data instead of understanding the data. Furthermore, ML models 

also can be underfitted if it is trained with less data or limited degree of freedom [15]. This underfitting result can cause 

the ML to have limitations on learning the required data. Besides, the learning process would be generalized and thus 

produces less error. The optimum model implies that the model has the optimum degree of freedom to sufficiently predict 

performance rather than match the training data. To make it simple, instead of memorizing the training data, it learned and 

generalized the output so that it produces less error when a new image is introduced and tested. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

This study started by setting up workspace for development of the project, developing a GUI for interface, coding for 

classification process, testing the accuracy of developed model and coming out with higher precision results. Moreover, 

the model also will be tested by varying the distance of the input image from the camera. Accuracy of the result will be 

recorded in order to determine the performance of the model in classifying input images of hand gesture. This project 

focused on testing the model performance of interpreting hand gesture of user into Arabic Sign Language using Tensorflow 

and Tensorflow Lite APIs that is compatible for mobile application. 

A. Setting up Workspace for Project Development  

This project requires workspace for development of the application. Android Studio software is used to develop this Arabic 

Sign Language Interpreter for the used of deaf people to study and learn Al-Quran. It has many functions and features that 

have been included in this software such as Gradle Scripts and Manifests files that ease developers while using this 

software. Besides, programming language that are used for this project is Java programming languange. It is usually used 

to create applications on computers or mobile devices [23]. Java programming language is simple, efficient, and can be 

called a general-purpose language. Coding to create GUI and interpret images of hand gesture to Arabic sign language can 

be done through this programming language. 

B.  Development of Graphical User Interface (GUI)  

A graphical user interface (GUI) is a type of user interface through which users interact with electronic devices via visual 

indicator representations. A GUI allows the user to communicate with the device by clicking any button that exists on the 

screen.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: User Interface (UI) of the Application 

This mobile application will be finalized with a simple design of User Interface (UI) to make it user-friendly and easy to 

be use. The application is created to have two options whether the user can select the input images from their internal 

storage or the user can click a button to access their mobile phone camera before taking a picture of any hand gesture that 

need to be translated. 

 

C. Working Process of Input Images  

Coding by using Java Programming Language in Android Studio software is important as it helps in development of the 

application. After the h5 file has been converted to a tflite file by using Java coding, it is ready to be implemented into a 

mobile application. Besides, dimensions of received input images will be extracted to 64 x 64 pixels, so that all of the 

dataset of input images will be uniform throughout the classification process. Moreover, the working process of the image 

classification is important throughout this application. When the input image is received, it will undergo a conversion from 

RGB image to grayscale image for classification process. The input image will be compared to trained model file and 

maximum probability will be classified. Specific labels will be chosen and print out the result on the mobile screen. Figure 

7 shows the flow of classification process of input images.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: The flow of Classification Process of Input Images 
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D. Prediction Test on Different Distance and Background 

The ability of the trained model to classify the input image will be measured so that the accuracy of this mobile application 

can be determined. Experiment by varying the distance (30cm, 60cm, 90cm) while capturing input image will be done to 

verify this trained model accuracy. This can ensure how accurate this mobile application with different distance of input 

images from the user. Besides, different backgrounds of hand gesture image also can affect the classification process of 

the hand gesture to predict the sign language output. So, model testing of different backgrounds such as white and black 

background should be done to indicate the performance of the model that has been developed. 

 

E. Performance Evaluation Measures (Average Accuracy) 

Model accuracy can be calculated by using accuracy formula. Precision is the ratio of the positives that are correctly 

identified by the model over total positive records. For example, if there are 10 ‘alif’ images, the model has to predict 

correctly whether there are ‘alif’ images by undergoing the classification process. If the model recognized 8 ‘alif’ images 

correctly out of 10 ‘alif’ images, then the precision of the model for alphabet ‘alif’ is 8/10, i.e., 80%. Five different tests 

will be conducted throughout this project. All of the test will be measures for its precision to test the performance model. 

Sample of 20 images hand gesture of each alphabet will be taken for every type test. The prediction result of true or false 

will be note down into a table and precision of the model to classify each of the hand gesture image will be calculated by 

using formulae below. This measure helps to understand the model’s performance to print out the correct result of Arabic 

Sign Language. 

 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =  
𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒

𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 + 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒
                                              (1) 

  

IV. RESULT & ANALYSIS 

The result is based on the performance and ability of the model that has been developed to receive captured sign gestures 

from the user for classification process and display the predicted sign language through mobile application. The model will 

be tested with various conditions such as different background of the hand gesture and varying distance of the hand gesture 

from the camera. The accuracy of the result will be measured to indicate the performance of the model, thus 

recommendations on what to improve need to be considered in order to make sure the model is reliable and ready to be 

implemented into a mobile phone. 

 

A. Functionality Test 

Before the model can be tested by using mobile application, the functionality test of the application will be run first to 

make sure the application can be used without any issues.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Flow of the Camera Access Process for Image Classification 

 

The application has been developed for the user to choose whether to use an already taken picture of a hand gesture by 
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accessing their mobile phone internal storage or by taking a new image of hand gesture from the mobile phone camera 

before going through the classification process. Figure 9 shows flow of the process on how the user use the application by 

accessing their mobile phone camera. 

 

B. First Prediction Test Result (Internal Storage & Camera Access)  

The model started to be tested by using trained images (image that has been used to develop the model) in order to test 

the performance of the model to classify the images that it trained itself. Then, input image that being captured from mobile 

phone camera has been tested one by one to proceed with the classification process of the image. Sample of 20 trained 

images & captured images from each of the alphabet have been used to measure the precision of the output result. 

 

Table 1: Accuracy Result for Both of the Test 

Sources 

of Input 

Images 

Type of 

Image 
Average Accuracy (%) 

Internal 

Storage 

Trained 

Image 
91.1 

Captured 

from 

Camera 

New 

Image 
72.5 

 

 

C. Second Prediction Test Result (Different Distance)  

Input images that are taken from mobile phone cameras can vary by distance. The further the input images from the 

camera, the blurry input images would be obtained. It shows that the accuracy of the images would be affected by the 

distance that the hand gesture (input image) is being taken. For this test, the hand gesture (input images) will be taken by 

using a mobile phone camera from three different distances which are 30cm, 60 cm and 90 cm. 

 

Table 2: The Accuracy Result for Distance of 30cm, 60cm and 90cm 

 

Distance (cm) 
Average 

Accuracy (%) 

 

Result 

 

 

30 

 

 

72.5 

 

 
 

 

60 

 

 

32.0 

 

 
 

 

90 

 

 

7.12 

 

 

 

 

D. Third Prediction Test Result (Dark & Random Background)  

Background of the image is important as it will take part in classifying the input images of the hand gesture. Hence, the 

model has been tested several times with hand gesture images that have different backgrounds. In this test, black and 

random background images are tested to look up the performance and ability of the model in the classifying process. 
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Background 
Average 

Accuracy (%) 

 

Result 

 

 

 

Dark 

 

 

 

70.9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Random 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

39.2 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

This project has achieved its objective which is to develop a mobile application that convert input images of sign 

language into Arabic characters. The ability and performance of the model also has been tested by conducting several 

image classification test. Thus, the highest accuracy of classification result in predicting input images of hand gesture is 

91.1% where the trained images of Arabic Sign Language dataset is used for classification process. It shows that this model 

already has higher precision results for classification images. However, the accuracy of the result drops to 72.5% when the 

input image is taken from a mobile phone camera. This proved that the conversion of RGB image to grayscale image affects 

the classification process of the input image of hand gesture. Moreover, the further the image that is taken from the user 

camera, the lower the accuracy of the classification process. It can be inferred that the model is capable of performing 

effectively for images obtained at a distance of less than 50 cm while it performs poorly for images obtained from a distance 

of more than 50 cm. Furthermore, random background of input images also affects the accuracy of the prediction result as 

objects that exist behind the hand gesture interrupt the classification process of the input images. Last but not least, it can 

be concluded that this model is not reliable enough and not ready to be implemented into mobile application as most of the 

accuracy of the prediction result are below 80% accuracy. 
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